Background: Accurate estimates of the size of the drug-using populations are essential for evidence-based policy making. However, drug users form a 'hidden' population, necessitating the use of indirect methods to estimate population sizes. Methods: The benchmark-multiplier method was applied to estimate the population size of ever injecting drug users (ever-IDUs), aged 18-64 years, in Belgium using data from the national HIV/AIDS register and from a sero-behavioral study among injecting drug users. However, missing risk factor information and absence of follow-up of the HIV
Background
Accurate estimates of the size of the drug-using population are indispensable to govern and evaluate drug policy. They are particularly important to forecast health care needs and costs and to assess the coverage of treatment and harm reduction measures e.g. [1, 2] . However, drug users form a`hidden' population, hiding their membership because it involves illegal and stigmatized behaviour. As a result,`hidden' populations lack sampling frames and classical epidemiological methods (e.g. population-based surveys) fail. Therefore, indirect estimation methods are to be used. Generally, three types of indirect estimation methods are distinguished to estimate the size of drug using populations: capturerecapture (CR), benchmark-multiplier (BM) and multivariate indicator (MI) methods [3] [4] [5] . An application of the BM method is presented in this paper.
The BM method is a very intuitive method, relatively easy to apply and hence, frequently used [6] . The BM method combines (an estimate of ) the size of the known part of the target population, the benchmark, with an estimate of the proportion of individuals from the target population belonging to the benchmark. The reciprocal of the proportion is called the multiplier. The size of the target population is then estimated as the product of the benchmark and the multiplier. Common sources used as benchmark are mortality registers, HIV/AIDS registers, drug treatment or police data e.g. [7, 8] . During the beginning of the 1970s, the mortality multiplier method was already used [9] . Multiplier methods e.g. [10, 11] have produced estimates consistent with estimates produced by CR methods, which have been put forward as a preferred methodology [6] . The key assumptions underlying the BM method are that the benchmark should be exhaustive, the sample used to estimate the multiplier should be representative of the target population and the case definition used for the benchmark should exactly match the one used for the multiplier, including the time window [12] .
In this paper, the benchmark-multiplier (BM) method was applied to estimate the prevalence of ever injecting drug users (ever-IDUs) within the population aged 15-64 years in Belgium, 2000-10, using the HIV/AIDS register as benchmark. In Belgium, HIV-screening is widely used and all sera of which the screening test result was positive, are submitted for confirmation to one of the seven AIDS Reference Laboratories (ARLs) in Belgium. The registration results of all ARLs are then send to the national HIV/AIDS register. As the seven ARLs are the only laboratories subsidized for performing HIV confirmation tests, the Belgian HIV/AIDS register is deemed to be exhaustive and hence, constitutes a potential suitable benchmark.
For Belgium, the latest estimate of the ever-IDU prevalence date from 1995 and was obtained adopting the BM approach using the HIV/AIDS register as benchmark [13] . However, the Belgium HIV/AIDS register suffers from missing risk factor information. Particularly, of all registered cases in 2000-10, 28.6% were reported without information on probably mode of HIV transmission (e.g. sexual contact, blood transfusion, injecting drug use). Simply discarding these cases from analysis would lead to an underestimation of the IDU prevalence. Simply extrapolating the risk factor fractions of the subpopulation for which the risk factors are known to the subpopulation for which they are unknown, would lead to overconfident results and would only lead to unbiased results under very strict assumptions (i.e. the Missing Completely ad Random assumption). In addition, the national HIV/AIDS register lacks follow-up of the non-AIDS cases, implying absence of information on the vital status of the HIV + /AIDS -cases. Not accounting for the mortality among these cases would result in an overestimation of the number of alive seropositive IDUs, with the bias increasing as the time since the onset of the HIV-epidemic (mideighties) increases. The methodology proposed in [13] For each confirmed HIV-positive test, a standardized form is sent to the patient's clinician to collect additional information on nationality, residence, sexual orientation, probable mode of HIV transmission and CD4 count at time of HIV diagnosis. The response categories for the selfreported probable mode of HIV transmission are homoand heterosexual transmission, transmission through blood transfusion, transmission through injecting drug use and mother-to-child transmission. A person can indicate multiple modes of transmission. Unfortunately, the standardized forms are not always fully completed returned to the WIV-ISP, resulting in missing risk factor information.
Follow-up is conducted for patients who developed AIDS with each year data being collected on last consultation and possible death. The variables available for the AIDS cases are year at AIDS-diagnosis, year at death and year at lost to follow-up, which are only completed upon occurrence of the event and hence, are time dependent. The HIV + /AIDS -cases are not subject to follow-up.
Multiplier: sero-behavioral prevalence study
In Belgium, a sero-behavioral study among drug users in contact with drug treatment facilities or imprisoned was carried out in 2004-05 [14] . In total, 1005 drug users in treatment and 117 incarcerated drug users (15-40 years) enrolled at 65 different drug treatment facilities and 15 different prisons geographically dispersed over Belgium, respectively, participated to the study. Of the drug users in treatment and in prison, 57% (n = 573) and 68% (n = 80) declared to have injected drugs at least once during their life. Intravenous blood samples were taken to determine the HIV-as well as the Hepatitis B and -C status of the In addition to serological studies, the HIV prevalence among IDUs in Belgium can be obtained from routine diagnostic testing, of which the results are yearly available. This allows the investigation of time trends. However, a concern regarding the (geographical) representativeness of the Belgian data exists. In line with (Western) European trends [15] , no significant time trends in HIV prevalences among IDUs were observed during the last 10 years in Belgium based on the results from routine diagnostic testing [16] . Therefore, the HIV prevalence from the sero-behavioral study was assumed to apply for the entire period 2000-10.
Statistical methods
An estimate of the prevalence of ever-IDUs was obtained by means of the BM method. For the current application, the benchmark N x was the number of alive seropositive ever-IDUs (aged 18-64 years) in Belgium for a given year. The benchmark N x was obtained from the national HIV/AIDS register after correcting for the missing risk factor information using Imputation by Chained Equations [17] [18] [19] and after correcting for the lacking information on the vital status of the HIV + /AIDS -cases using stochastic mortality modelling [20] . The multiplier π was then the reciprocal of the HIV-prevalence among the ever-IDUs, for which an estimate could be obtained from the sero-behavioral study by Plasschaert et al. [14] . A 3-step Monte Carlo simulation model was built to generate (interval) estimates of the prevalence of everIDUs. A schematic overview of the 3-step simulation model is provided in Table 1 . The different steps within the simulation model are described in more detail below. This model was run K = 1000 times, yielding K = 1000 different estimates of the ever-IDU prevalence, based on which the 95% percentile Monte Carlo confidence intervals (95% MC CIs) were calculated.
Step 1: To correct for the missing risk factor information, Imputation by Chained Equations (ICE) was used. ICE is an iterative technique that starts by filling in the missing values in a simple way, e.g. by using mean imputation [17] [18] [19] . Then, each variable included in the imputation model X i , i = 1, 2,…q, is imputed in turn by the predictions of the regression model regressing the observed values of X i on the observed and imputed values of the remaining variables within the imputation model. The iteration through all q variables constitutes one cycle. After a sufficient number of cycles (typically 10 cycles), the final imputations are retained, resulting in one 'complete' dataset. There are several software packages available providing (M)ICE procedures, i.e. STATA [21] , S-PLUS or R [22] . For the current application, ICE as implemented in STATA was used to account for the missing risk factor information. In particular, the imputation model included all (auxiliary) variables that had a statistically significant association with the variable indicating whether injecting drug use was the most probable route of transmission; being sex, nationality, year at registration and age at registration. For every run k (k = 1,2,…K = 1000), one 'complete' dataset was generated. For a complete dataset k, the number of registered HIV-cases for whom injecting drug use was the most probable route of transmission and who were alive at time t is calculated asN
where I i indicates the 'vital' status with I i = 1 if person i is still alive and living in Belgium and I i = 0 otherwise, where r i is the number of years since HIV registration or r i = t − t hi and where p d is the annual non-AIDS mortality rate among seropositive IDUs with p d~b etapert*(0.58%, 1.08%, 1.58%).
STEP 3: Benchmark-multiplier method: population size estimation
The number of ever-injecting drug users being alive at time t is given byN Ɨ The model was run K = 1000 times. * The betapert distribution is mainly used to model expert estimates and requires a minimum, most likely and maximum value.
Step 2: Binomial stochastic mortality modelling was applied to correct for the lacking information on the vital status of the HIV + /AIDS -cases. More precisely, the vital status of a HIV + /AIDS -case i was simulated using a binomial process having survival probability p i ¼ 1 À p d ð Þ r i with r i being the number of years since HIV registration, implying lower survival probabilities when the time since HIV-registration increases. The non-AIDS crude mortality rate among IDUs (p d ) was assumed to follow a betapert distribution [23] with minimum, most likely and maximum values of 0.58%, 1.08% and 1.58% per annum, respectively. These non-AIDS crude mortality rates were calculated by Degenhardt et al. [24] based on 44 cohort-studies. The vital status of the AIDS cases at time t was deduced from the AIDS-specific variables year at AIDS-diagnosis (T a ), year at death (T d ), and year at lost to followup (T l ). In particular, an AIDS case was indicated to be alive at time t if any information was recorded after time t (i.e. if T a ≥ t or T d ≥ t or T l ≥ t). On the other hand, an AIDS case was indicated to be death at time t if the person died before time t or was lost to follow-up. In the latter case, the person is most likely to be death or to have left the country.
Step 3: The Benchmark Multiplier method was obtained to estimate the size N y of the partly 'hidden' population or the target population aŝ
having estimated benchmarkN x and estimated multiplierπ −1 . However, even ifN x andπ are unbiased estimators,N y is a biased estimator of N y because of its non-linearity with respect toπ. Therefore, the bias-corrected estimator as proposed in (Bollaerts K, Sasse A, Aerts M: The benchmark-multiplier method: bias and new biascorrected estimator. In preparation) was used or
with n being the size of sample used to estimate π . Observe that the sample size n is the only additional piece of information needed to construct the bias-corrected estimator as compared to the traditional estimator. Then, the estimate of the benchmarkN x was obtained from step 1 and 2 whereas the estimateπ and the corresponding sample size n were derived from the sero-behavioral prevalence study [14] . As the study indicated that x = 20 out of the n = 639 ever-IDUs were seropositive,π was assumed to follow a beta distribution withπ e beta x þ 1; n−x þ 1 ð Þ orπ e beta 21; 620 ð Þ [25] .
Results
After having corrected for missing risk factor information, a total of 845 HIV-cases ( (Table 2) . 
Discussion
To obtain recent estimates of the ever-IDU prevalence in Belgium, an improved HIV multiplier method was applied. The improved methodology allows using the Belgian HIV/AIDS register as benchmark while accounting for missing risk factor information (through Imputation by Chained Equations -ICE) and lacking follow-up of the HIV + /AIDS -cases (through stochastic mortality modelling). The statistical corrections were implemented in the best possible way. Indeed, ICE is a very flexible imputation approach, that can deal with several incomplete variables, does not require specific missing data patterns and operates under the less stringent assumption that the probability of the missing values depends only on the observed values and not on unobserved values (the socalled Missing at Random assumption, [26] ) [17] [18] [19] . The stochastic mortality model accounts for the uncertainty in the mortality rate and the Monte Carlo simulation model properly acknowledges the uncertainty associated with the statistical corrections mentioned above.
In 2010, the prevalence (per 1000 inhabitants, 15-64 years) of ever injecting drug use in Belgium was estimated to be 3.5 (95% CI: 2.5-4.8), with no significant time trends being observed for the period 2000-10. Similar findings were reported by the other European countries providing time trends of the national prevalence of ever injecting drug use, i.e. Norway, Cyprus and the Czech republic [15] . This absence of a time trend is seemingly in contrast with recent findings from the EMCDDA treatment demand indicator, suggesting a decline in recent-onset heroin users and heroin injectors in the Western European countries [27] . However, it need to be stressed that the prevalence of ever injecting drug use is less sensitive to recent trends in drug use.
The above mentioned results should also be regarded in the light of the assumptions underlying the BM method. Particularly, the BM estimates rely on the conditions that the benchmark is complete and that the multiplier is estimated based on a representative sample of the target population. As benchmark of the current analysis, the national HIV/AIDS register was used. Since its foundation, the Belgian HIV/AIDS register is deemed to be exhaustive as it includes the results of all Belgian laboratories subsidised for performing HIV confirmation tests. As not only AIDS cases but also HIV cases are registered, the Belgian HIV/AIDS register has the additional advantage that back-calculation methods are not needed to obtain the HIV prevalence. The multiplier was obtained from a national sero-prevalence study including 653 IDUs [14] . Although this is the largest and most recent Belgian sero-prevalence study, it did not include IDUs outside treatment/prison, for whom currently no information is available. Despite the fact that low threshold drugs services are common in Belgium, the possibility of bias resulting from a multiplier derived from a sample that is not fully representative of the target population cannot be ruled out.
To summarize, the current paper provides a thorough application of the BM method. Nevertheless, the use of such indirect methods inherently relies on empirically non-verifiable (but reasonable) assumptions, such as the representativeness of the multiplier. Therefore, the current estimate of the ever IDU prevalence should be complemented with estimates based on other data sources (e.g. substitution treatment register) and/or using other methods (e.g.capture-recapture, multivariate indicator method) (e.g. [28] ). For now, it is (reasonably) assumed that the HIV prevalence among IDUs remained stable during the last ten years. However, new prevalence estimates are needed for future applications of the BM method based on the Belgian HIV/AIDS register. Finally, this paper presents estimates of the ever IDU prevalence, which are important to assess future health care needs regarding e.g. Hepatitis C treatment. However, when interest is in assessing the coverage adequacy of needle exchange programmes (NEPs) or opioid substitution treatment (OST), national estimates of the current IDU prevalence are required. The latter prevalence (per 1000 inhabitants, 15-64 years) can be roughly estimated as 1.4 (95% CI: 1.02-1.97) by multiplying the ever-IDU prevalence with the ratio between current injectors and ever injectors (r = 41%) among all treatment demands as provided by the treatment demand indicator [29] .
Conclusion
As the latest estimates of the prevalence of ever-IDUs for Belgium date from 1995 [13] , obtaining new estimates was prioritized. To be able to estimate the ever-IDU population size adopting the BM approach using the Belgian HIV/ AIDS register as benchmark, statistical corrections were required. In particular, not accounting for the mortality among HIV + /AIDS -cases would nowadays results in seriously biased estimates. By developing the improved methodology, recent ever-IDU population estimates for Belgium could be obtained. These estimates are essential to monitor trends over time and to forecast health care needs and costs (e.g. for Hepatitis C treatment).
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